
OVERVIEW

The Plate Mount and the RAM Plunger Mount can be
used with either the Versa paddle or the Gamut
Paddle Holder. Because these mounts lack side-to-
side stabilizing arms, many customers add additional
support brackets. See our Facebook page for
examples. 
 
We recommend you install the mount on dry land.
Use of a waterproof sealant, suited for kayaks, during
installation is optional, but you’ll need to purchase it
separately.  
 
Tools Needed:  

To see a video of the mount installation steps for sit-on-tops, watch this video which you can also access
on our FAQ page at www.angleoar.com Though the video shows a plate mount installation, the same
basic steps also work for the RAM Plunger Mount. https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=pm-E4rYj0Tc 

Drill and bits (3/16" or 3/8") depending on
whether you use rivets or wellnuts
Pen
Phillips head and flat head screwdrivers
Rivet gun (optional)

 Parts Included: 

If you’ve received the Versa or Gamut paddling system and discover it does not fit your kayak, please
contact us within 30 days for a refund (minus shipping and handling). 

DO NOT attempt to attach the mount, and keep all other components packed 
and in their original condition. 

4 10-32 well nuts (3/8" total diameter)
4 7/8" 10-32 flat head screws for well nuts
5 3/16 inch YakGear tri-grip rivets
4 track screws (for Plate Mount only)
Clevis Post
Vertical Post RAM Plunger Mount and Base or Plate
Mount with Track
Versa or Gamut, if applicable 

PLATE MOUNT & RAM PLUNGER MOUNT
INSTALLATION INSTRUCTIONS

KAYAKING FOR EVERY BODY

SIT-ON-TOP



STEP TWO:  DECIDE ON AN ATTACHMENT METHOD

Decide whether you're going to use rivets or well nuts to secure the mount to the kayak.  
 
Using Rivets
We recommend using rivets to secure the base mount, assuming you have access to a rivet gun with a 3/16"
nose head and that you have determined a rivet gun will work.  Pre-drill holes using a 3/16" bit. We include 5
- 3/16" tri-grip rivets. If you are unable to use a rivet gun due to the hole pattern of the base or the depth of
the base holes, you'll need to use the well nut method that follows.  
 
Using Well Nuts (aka Compression Nuts)
If you decide to use the 10-32 well nuts and screws included with the system, you'll need to drill holes with a
3/8" drill bit. 
 

Is there a sufficient flat space to secure the mount and is it
approximately arms' distance from the seat? (This is particularly
important for the RAM Plunger Mount, which does not have an

adjustable track like the Plate Mount.
 

Do you have access to the inside of the kayak, for example, via a hatch?
If so, we recommend you use the YakAttack backing plate and rigging

bullets available for purchase on our website at www.angleoar.com and
that you do a "blind" install. You can see a video here: 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=mKrh7ASC4Hw
 

If not, use the instructions and hardware included with this product.

Before you do any drilling, place the mount (Plate or RAM Base) on
your sit-to-top kayak. Check for the following:

STEP ONE:  CHECK THE FIT



STEP THREE:  ATTACH THE MOUNT

Plate Mount:  Once the Plate Mount is secure, attach the Track using the enclosed Track Screws.  (You
can also do this before you attach the Plate Mount.)  Slide the Vertical Post with Movable Base into the
Track. You may need to loosen the screws to fit the "key" into the track slot the first time. Re-tighten the
screws once it's on the Track. 
 
RAM Base Mount: Once this mount is secure, simply pop the Vertical post with RAM Plunger Mount into
the RAM Base Mount. 
 
 
REMINDER:  Because you will have some side-to-side movement with the vertical post, we recommend
finding other ways to stabilize the vertical post, for example, by adding a bracket. You can visit our
website or Facebook page to see examples of how others have added stabilization.   

Place the mount (Plate or RAM Base) in position, being careful to keep it straight and centered on the
kayak. If using the Plate Mount, it should be placed lengthwise between the paddler and bow so that the

Track is facing forward. Take a felt pen and mark the four drill holes. Be sure to use the correct-sized drill
bit, depending on which attachment method you are using (rivets or well nuts). 

 
Attach Rivets

If you're using the rivet method, place the base mount directly over your drill hole markings and place one
rivet (thicker side down) through the top of the base mount into the holes. Using a rivet gun, squeeze each

of the rivets, starting at opposite corners. You can slightly tighten each one before coming back to fully
tighten each rivet. Keep cranking the gun until the metal pin heads pop off.

 
Attach Well Nuts

If you're using well nuts instead of rivets, place one well nut in each hole, leaving the wider brim side up.
When inserted, the brim should be roughly flush with the surface of kayak. Put the base mount over the

four holes with the well nuts inserted and begin screwing the 10-32 screws that are included with your
hardware. Use a screwdriver, not a drill, so that you don't over tighten. Alternate between tightening until

you get to the point of the final turns. You should be able to feel the tension as the well nuts compress
under the kayak.

STEP THREE:  MARK AND DRILL YOUR HOLES



STEP FOUR:  ASSEMBLE AND ATTACH YOUR VERSA OR GAMUT

Gamut Paddle Holder
To assemble the Gamut, attach the two Roto Grips from the bottom, using either set of bolts
that are included. If your paddle has a cuff or other hindrance in the middle which causes it to
touch the Gamut "Spaceship" piece when inserted, you can use either type of the small black
spacers that are included between the Roto Grips and the Spaceship, along with the longer
bolts, to create a little more room. Otherwise, simply use the shorter bolts without spacers.

Slip the Clevis Post onto the Vertical Post of your Plate
Mount or RAM Plunger Mount (shown). Next, pop the
Center Clevis Pin of the Spaceship into the v-
shaped area of the Clevis Post.    
 
Grab your paddle and give it a spin!

Versa 
With the mount installed, you are ready to attach your Versa.  Start by inserting each blade into
the Central Shaft. With the Thumb Pin on the right side, be sure you put the right blade on the
right side of the Central Shaft and the left blade on the left. For now, choose one of the three
Adjustment Hole placements on each side; you can adjust the length whenever you want.

Slip the Clevis Post onto the Vertical Post of your Plate Mount (shown) or RAM Plunger Mount.
Then pop the Center Clevis Pin on the Central Shaft into the Clevis Post fork. 
 
Go ahead and give the Versa a spin.


